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Abstract

Background: Evidence shows that clinical audit and feedback can significantly improve compliance with desired
practice, but it is unclear when and how it is effective. Audit and feedback is likely to be more effective when feedback
messages can influence barriers to behavior change, but barriers to change differ across individual health-care
providers, stemming from differences in providers’ individual characteristics.

Discussion: The purpose of this article is to invite debate and direct research attention towards a novel audit and
feedback component that could enable interventions to adapt to barriers to behavior change for individual
health-care providers: computer-supported tailoring of feedback messages. We argue that, by leveraging available
clinical data, theory-informed knowledge about behavior change, and the knowledge of clinical supervisors or peers
who deliver feedback messages, a software application that supports feedback message tailoring could improve
feedback message relevance for barriers to behavior change, thereby increasing the effectiveness of audit and
feedback interventions. We describe a prototype system that supports the provision of tailored feedback messages by
generating a menu of graphical and textual messages with associated descriptions of targeted barriers to behavior
change. Supervisors could use the menu to select messages based on their awareness of each feedback recipient’s
specific barriers to behavior change. We anticipate that such a system, if designed appropriately, could guide
supervisors towards giving more effective feedback for health-care providers.

Summary: A foundation of evidence and knowledge in related health research domains supports the development
of feedback message tailoring systems for clinical audit and feedback. Creating and evaluating computer-supported
feedback tailoring tools is a promising approach to improving the effectiveness of clinical audit and feedback.

Background
Audit and feedback (AF) is defined as the provision of
clinical performance summaries to health-care providers,
teams, and organizations [1]. AF includes heterogeneous
approaches used within multi-faceted interventions to
change behavior for health-care quality improvement.
Evidence from the most recent Cochrane review, includ-
ing 140 clinical trials, shows that AF can significantly
improve compliance with desired practice, but that it is
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unclear which approaches, under which circumstances,
will work [2]. Given the limited insights produced by AF
trials to date, AF researchers have called for a shift towards
comparative effectiveness studies, evaluating how and
when AF components will work, rather than its overall
effectiveness [3].
AF is likely to be more effective when its compo-

nents influence barriers to behavior change [4,5]. How-
ever, barriers to behavior change differ across health-
care providers, stemming from differences in providers’
training, knowledge, work experience, personality, and
other individual characteristics [6]. Furthermore, barri-
ers may be dynamic, as providers’ beliefs, motivations,
and perceptions are influenced by ongoing changes in
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the health-care organization, the complexity of which is
widely recognized [7].
Most AF interventions that use written or graphical

feedback, to our knowledge, provide feedback in the same
presentation format for all recipients. In this way, AF is
not sensitive to individual differences in barriers to behav-
ior change. This insensitivity could represent a signifi-
cant limitation for AF, according to psychological theories
which suggest that feedback interventions can provoke
unintended negative reactions [8,9].
The purpose of this article is to invite debate and

direct research attention towards a novel AF compo-
nent that could guide supervisors in adapting feedback
messages for individual health-care providers’ barriers to
behavior change: computer-supported feedback message
tailoring. We argue that, by leveraging available clinical
data, theory-informed knowledge about behavior change,
and the knowledge of supervisors or peers who deliver
feedback messages, computer-supported tailoring could
improve the relevance of feedback messages for behav-
ior change barriers, thereby increasing the effectiveness of
AF.
Related work in the field of biomedical informatics

offers methods that, to our knowledge, have not been
applied for the purpose of tailoring feedback messages
for AF. Mitigating the complexity of the environment and
clinical cognition to generate relevant feedback messages
is a primary goal of medical knowledge-based systems
that have been developed and refined over the last half-
century [10]. To this end, developers of clinical decision
support systems [11], intelligent tutoring systems [12],
and computer-interpretable clinical guidelines [13] use
knowledge representation methods to provide computer-
generated feedback.
Evidence about the effectiveness of message tailoring

from the field of computer-tailored health communication
(CTHC) suggests that message tailoring may significantly
influence health-care provider behavior. Meta-analyses
show that CTHC interventions significantly improve
health-related behaviors compared to no intervention or
a generic message targeting physical exercise, nutritional
intake, and chronic disease prevention-associated behav-
iors [14-16]. CTHC interventions have used psychological
theory to guide adaptation of feedbackmessages over time
for individuals [17].
The term “tailoring” is used variably in the literature

to describe adapting a behavior change intervention for
an individual or population [18]. In the implementation
science literature, “tailoring” refers to a process of map-
ping an intervention to barriers and facilitators of knowl-
edge use in a population [19,20]. We use the concept
of “computer-supported tailoring” in an implementation
science sense, to mean computer-assisted planning and
mapping of an intervention in a dynamic and continuous

process that addresses shared and individual barriers and
facilitators for the duration of the intervention.
We build our argument on the following assumptions:

First, we assume that performance feedback is given rou-
tinely to health-care providers for the purpose of knowl-
edge translation, including quality improvement and the
implementation of evidence-based practice. Second, we
assume that supervisors have some awareness of individ-
ual health-care providers’ barriers to change. For example,
a supervisor may believe that an individual’s low perfor-
mance is caused by a lack of motivation rather than lack
of knowledge or skill. Third, we assume that supervisors
heuristically or intuitively tailor verbal messages when
delivering feedback in person. For example, a supervisor
may use the “feedback sandwich” technique by “sand-
wiching” negative feedback between two positive feed-
back messages [21]. Finally, we assume that the quality
of performance data in some cases is adequate to con-
vey meaningful feedback to health-care providers. This
last assumption focuses our approach on the selection
and visualization of feedback messages, rather than the
audit of clinical performance [22]. Therefore, our argu-
ment does not speak directly to the improvement of
performance measurement within AF.
It is under these conditions, when supervisors interpret

credible performance data based in part on their beliefs
about individual health-care providers’ barriers to behav-
ior change, that we envision computer-supported feed-
back message tailoring to have a significant and positive
influence. We propose that a software-based feedback tai-
loring system could guide supervisors efficiently through
amessage tailoring process to optimize the format of feed-
back messages for individual health-care providers. We
anticipate that such a system, if designed appropriately,
could address important problems for supervisors, health-
care providers, and AF researchers. For supervisors, a
feedback message tailoring system could provide a helpful
menu of theory-informed, prioritized feedback messages
for each individual recipient. For health-care providers,
the system could increase the relevance of feedback and
decrease the provision of useless or harmful feedback. For
researchers, such a system could enable the observation of
tailored AF component effects under heterogeneous and
dynamic conditions, to generate knowledge about how
and when AF is effective.
The approach we discuss differs from prior work on AF

in several ways. First, studies of AF have used tailoring
to adapt an intervention to a local context, for example,
a country, institution, or a specific clinic. We differentiate
the type of tailoring we are describing as being about the
design of specific feedback messages, created by a super-
visor or peer using a software application, for each indi-
vidual rather than for a group of providers. Second, the
design of feedback messages in AF is typically established
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prior to the intervention and remains constant, but we
propose a mechanism for the continued adaptation of the
design prior to the delivery of each message. Third, stud-
ies of AF have explored the optimal design of feedback
messages, such as comparing the effect of graphical vs tex-
tual information or delivery of messages in writing vs in
person [23]. This important work, however, has not eval-
uated messages designed for individual providers rather
than for the recipient population. Fourth, many studies of
AF use a report that includes a static set of performance
measures, such as a graph showing both a process mea-
sure of provider’s prescribing behavior and an outcome
measure of clinical test results for the provider’s patients.
While this kind of report is completely relevant to our dis-
cussion, we discuss message tailoring at the level of each
performance measure, for example, prioritizing one mea-
sure over another, conditional on factors that are most
likely to lead to performance improvement rather than
sending a static set of indicators to all providers. Finally,
we bound the scope of our discussion to address rou-
tine, unsolicited feedback, excluding feedback provided
outside of the intervention context (e.g., in response to
feedback-seeking behavior [24]).
We begin by addressing the significance of data qual-

ity and the heterogeneity of AF, using the example of
antimicrobial stewardship. Next, we describe the use of
psychological theory to inform message tailoring and to
support the provision of feedback via a supervisor or peer.
We then discuss examples of theoretical constructs that
are relevant for feedback message tailoring and provide
examples of tailored messages that could be used.

Discussion
Understanding when AF is effective is important because
of its broad use. The potential for AF to improve health
care would seem to be increased by unprecedented
growth in the adoption of electronic health (eHealth)
information technology [25,26], the definition of which
can include any use of information and communication
technology in the delivery of health care [27]. However,
long-standing challenges to using eHealth data for qual-
ity improvement and research persist [28], with poor
data quality being a central problem [29,30]. Although
the routine assessment of data quality is essential for
effective secondary use of eHealth data, it is beyond the
scope of our discussion. We anticipate that data quality
challenges will be gradually reduced as greater quanti-
ties of data become available for analysis, as information
system designs improve, and with better data analy-
sis techniques [31]. In the remainder of the discussion,
we focus on the adaptation of performance feedback
occurring after completion of a satisfactory data quality
assessment.

AF includes differing components used to target diverse
clinical behaviors. Behavior-related diversity includes cat-
egories of routineness, disease-focus, andmedical special-
ization. AF has been used to target routine behaviors such
as hand hygiene, test ordering, screening, and referral
that are relevant across medical domains. AF also targets
related groups of behaviors associated with the manage-
ment of a particular disease, such as the management of
diabetes and ischemic heart disease [32]. Unlike routine
behaviors and disease-focused behavior groups, AF has
been used to target improvement of specialized clinical
skills like ultrasonography [33], surgical technique [34],
and diagnostic mammography [35]. Within a single cat-
egory of a targeted behavior, intervention components
are heterogeneous with regard to approaches to provid-
ing feedback, professional roles of targeted providers, and
influence on barriers to behavior change.
We illustrate the heterogeneity of AF using the example

domain of antimicrobial stewardship. Antimicrobial stew-
ardship features a variety of behaviors, barriers to change,
performance measures, AF components, clinical settings,
and professional roles that is representative of AF in gen-
eral (see Additional file 1). This diversity creates complex-
ity for tailoring feedback messages to influence individ-
ual’s barriers to behavior change, given the individual and
situational contingencies that create a high-dimensional
problem space. Understanding the causal mechanisms
that AF components operate upon to influence barri-
ers within this problem space is a challenge for which
psychological theory offers many potential solutions.

Using theory to tailor feedback messages
We view the systematic use of theory as efficacious
for understanding causal relationships between elements
of AF. We recognize the validity of pragmatic and
empiric approaches to conducting research that have been
debated [36,37]. Psychological theory offers many credible
explanatory mechanisms that could be used to under-
stand how to improve AF [38-40], but AF research has
rarely explicitly used theory to inform intervention design,
and no consensus has been established for a theoretical
approach to AF research [41].
Multiple theories offer one or more causal mechanisms

that could motivate and guide feedback message tailoring.
Because of the diversity of approaches, contexts, and bar-
riers to behavior change in AF, we anticipate that no single
theory encompasses all of the causal mechanisms that
might be used to improve performance feedback in a spe-
cific setting. For this reason, we use a “menu of constructs”
approach, which involves the selection and evaluation
of theoretical constructs from many relevant theories to
create new representations of a network of causal mech-
anisms that may mediate the effects of a behavior change
intervention [1]. The set of constructs we selected are
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intended to sufficiently support our argument, but not
to definitively survey the theoretical landscape. We apply
the menu of constructs approach using two frameworks
designed to guide behavior change interventionists in
the use of theory. These are the Theoretical Domains
Framework (TDF) [40] and the capability, opportunity,
motivation, and behavior (COM-B) framework for under-
standing behavior [42].
To guide feedback tailoring using theoretical constructs,

we have selected examples of constructs from the TDF
[40]. The TDF is a taxonomy of 13 behavior change theory
categories that researchers can use to identify potentially
relevant theory for a behavior change intervention.Within
each category is a coherent and validated set of theoret-
ical constructs. An example of a TDF domain is “Beliefs
about Capabilities” which contains “Self-efficacy”, a con-
struct from social cognitive theory that has been widely
studied [43]. Each theoretical construct within the TDF
asserts one or more causal mechanisms that are rele-
vant to behavior change interventions. We chose to use
the TDF because it is the only framework that, to our
knowledge, was developed by expert consensus and can
make a claim to comprehensively including all theoretical

constructs that are relevant for behavior change inter-
ventions. To understand meaningful differences between
barriers to behavior change, we use the COM-B frame-
work for understanding behavior (Figure 1) [42]. COM-B
models the determinants of behavior, all of which cor-
respond with specific barriers or facilitators of behavior
change: Capability refers to determinants such as an
individual’s knowledge, skills, and beliefs that create the
capacity to engage in a behavior. Opportunity contains
the environmental influences and other external processes
that influence a behavior. An individual’smotivation refers
to cognitive, emotional, and other psychological processes
that direct or stimulate behavior. Behavior influences and
is influenced by determinants in the other three cate-
gories. For each individual, barriers to behavior change are
manifested in one or more COM-B categories.
COM-B categories have been mapped to the TDF

domains to guide researchers in selecting the most rel-
evant TDF domain for a specific behavior change inter-
vention [40]. For example, the TDF domain of “Beliefs
about Capabilities” was mapped to the COM-B “moti-
vation” category. We chose to use COM-B because it
offers intuitive categories of the influences of behavior

Figure 1 The capability, opportunity, motivation, and behavior (COM-B) framework for understanding behavior [42].
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and because its validated mapping to the TDF provides
a useful higher-level categorization of theoretical con-
structs. Used together, the TDF and COM-B can enable
researchers to identify relevant theoretical constructs
associated with barriers for a specific behavior that they
are aiming to change.

Understanding barriers to behavior change
To explore the heterogeneity of barriers to behavior
change, we discuss examples of antimicrobial steward-
ship behaviors using COM-B. Each example is informed
by a scenario in which a supervisor who is giving verbal
feedback to an individual might tailor feedback messages
in accordance with changes in the environment or her
perceptions of the recipient.

Capability barriers
Capability barriers to behavior change are a lack of knowl-
edge or skill that an individual must possess to conduct
a behavior. Behaviors targeted by AF commonly require
individuals to possess multiple, coordinated capabilities.
For example, prescribing requires both medical decision-
making and patient communication skills. Differences in
provider training, work experience, knowledge mainte-
nance, and innate abilities can contribute to capability
differences.
Supervisors may accommodate differences in capability-

associated barriers by tailoring feedback messages to
address recognizable barriers. For example, reduction of
unnecessary antibiotic prescribing requires capabilities in
terms of domain knowledge, to recognize the conditions
under which prescribing should be delayed, and interper-
sonal skills to persuade a patient that prescribing antibi-
otics is not the best action to take. Poor performance in
reducing unnecessary antibiotic prescribing could result
from lack of either knowledge or skill capability. Con-
sider a supervisor who believes that a low-performing
physician has adequate domain knowledge for reducing
unnecessary antibiotic prescribing but lacks patient com-
munication skills as evidenced by his patient experience
survey scores. To address the most likely capability barrier
for the low-performing physician, the supervisor might
not focus on the negative performance information but
instead reassure the physician about her confidence in
his medical knowledge and recommend training to enable
the physician to develop better communication skills.
For a high-performing physician, giving feedback about
antibiotic prescribing would represent a low-priority task
because of the physician’s demonstrated competence. As
performance improves over time, repeated feedback indi-
cating high performance demonstrates the acquisition of
all necessary capabilities, and therefore, it loses priority
among feedback messages because of its lower informa-
tional value and lower potential to change behavior.

Opportunity barriers
Opportunity barriers are external constraints on a
provider’s enactment of a behavior. Behavior in clinical
settings has multiple, dynamic opportunity barriers. From
an informatics perspective, considering the clinical envi-
ronment to be a complex socio-technical system [44], we
provide the following examples of opportunity barriers
that are typically not accommodated by AF:

• Large problem spaces: For example, clinical
guidelines frequently do not address interaction
between multiple medical problems within a patient.

• Disruptions: Medical emergencies, infrastructure
failure, and disease outbreaks are rarely
acknowledged by routine audit.

• Uncertainty: Patients presenting with multiple
symptoms may lead to diagnostic uncertainty not
addressed by a guideline.

• Social influence: Pressure from patients and
co-workers must be negotiated, is dynamic, and can
lead to goal conflict.

• Automation: Technology can constrain behavior as it
becomes embedded in the cognitive work of health
care, yet it may also cause unintended errors.

When a supervisor gives face-to-face feedback to a
health-care provider, the supervisor can interpret perfor-
mance reports using a wealth of information from his
own experience of events which have occurred during the
reporting period. At best, conventional audit measures
accurately represent the environment with regard to a nar-
row set of information that the individual may not be
monitoring. However, even in an ideal situation, there is
potential for environmental factors to influence behavior
in unpredictable ways. In low-resource settings, oppor-
tunity barriers may have more significant influences on
behavior. For example, a shortage of antibiotic drugs in a
low-resource setting creates a barrier that can artificially
improve performance of unnecessary prescribing until the
drug becomes available.

Motivational barriers
Motivational barriers refer to the internal psychologi-
cal and cognitive processes that prevent individuals from
engaging in a behavior. AF addresses behaviors with
motivation-associated barriers that are multi-dimensional
and can change from situation to situation, such as beliefs,
emotions, intentions, goals, and identity [40]. Individual
differences in motivation are reflected by variable desire
and intent to respond to feedback messages, which can be
moderated by perceptions of the feedback messages and
feedback source [45].
For example, emotions have a significant role in feed-

back interventions because individuals perceive per-
formance feedback through their own emotional and
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reasoning filters [46]. Supervisors who provide perfor-
mance feedback may aim to emotionally prepare indi-
viduals to receive performance feedback. The “feedback
sandwich” has been widely used to deliver negative
feedback messages, although research suggests that
the technique is not effective [21]. Nevertheless, the
technique demonstrates that supervisors heuristically
tailor feedback messages to accommodate recipient
emotions.
The examples of capability, opportunity, and moti-

vational barriers that we have discussed illustrate two
potentially significant features of AF that are relevant to
feedback tailoring. Firstly, supervisors have some aware-
ness of the nature of a recipient’s specific barriers to
behavior change. Secondly, message tailoring of verbal
feedback is potentially a significant mediator, associated
with the supervisor, that could influence the effectiveness
of AF. We propose that a feedback message tailoring sys-
tem could present amenu of tailoredmessages for a super-
visor to select based on her awareness of the recipient’s
specific barriers to behavior change. Such amenu could be
created via the repeated interpretation of the individual’s
performance data through the lenses of several theoretical
constructs that may be salient.

Tailoring feedback using amenu of constructs
We use constructs from the TDF to demonstrate how
theory may guide a feedback tailoring process. We have
selected six examples of constructs, each from a differ-
ent TDF domain, with two constructs mapped to each of

the three COM-B categories (Table 1).We have conducted
a preliminary mapping of these constructs to barriers
to antibiotic prescribing to demonstrate the relevance of
some constructs to hypothetical causal mechanisms that
performance feedback may leverage. These six constructs
and the causal mechanisms they contain are examples
from what we anticipate as a broader set of constructs
that could guide message tailoring. Our goal in discussing
these examples is to describe a range of constructs and
their implications for tailoring. We aim to show how feed-
back message elements might differentially impact behav-
ior according to specific barriers to behavior change. We
anticipate that this “menu of constructs” approach could
facilitate the discovery of differences in the salience of
constructs across different clinical settings.
Knowledge (including knowledge of condition/scientific

rationale) is a construct from the “Knowledge” TDF
domain, defined as “an awareness of the existence of
something” [40]. “Knowledge of a condition or scientific
rationale for a behavior” as a barrier to behavior change
can be directly impacted by a feedback message when the
recipient lacks the targeted knowledge. Feedback will be
less relevant when provided to an individual who already
has the knowledge required to conduct a behavior. For
example, to improve unnecessary antibiotic prescribing,
providersmust know the specific clinical conditions under
which prescribing can be avoided. Providers who already
know the conditions will find feedback about performance
less relevant with regard to this narrow dimension of the
prescribing behavior.

Table 1 Preliminary mapping of behavior change barriers for antibiotic prescribing to theoretical constructs

COM-B categories
[42]

TDF domain [40] TDF construct [40] Barrier to antibiotic
prescribing [47]

Hypothetical causal
mechanism

Capability
Knowledge Knowledge of condition/

scientific rationale
Lack of knowledge and training Feedback can change

awareness to impart new
knowledge that leads to
behavior change

Skills Interpersonal skills Perception of patient demands
and preferences

None (feedback has no
direct influence on
interpersonal skills)

Opportunity
Environmental context
and resources

Material resources Inadequate drug supply
infrastructure

None (feedback has no
direct influence on
material resources)

Social influences Social pressure Peer pressure and social norms None (feedback has no
direct influence on social
pressure)

Motivation
Beliefs about capabilities Self-efficacy None (barriers are indirect via

beliefs about capability
constructs)

Feedback can influence
perceptions of ability,
improving or worsening
self-efficacy, which can
lead to behavior change

Emotion Fear Fear of bad clinical
outcomes

Feedback can cause
emotional reactions that
influence motivation,
leading to behavior change
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Interpersonal skills are a construct in the “Skills” TDF
domain, defined as “an aptitude enabling a person to carry
on effective relationships with others, such as an ability
to cooperate, to assume appropriate social responsibili-
ties, or to exhibit adequate flexibility” [40]. Interpersonal
skills are important as a capability barrier that, if salient,
are unlikely to be directly affected by performance feed-
back. In the case of antibiotic prescribing, where per-
ceived patient demand is a barrier to behavior change,
poor interpersonal skills may cause a provider to acqui-
esce to a patient’s request for antibiotics if the provider
feels ill-equipped to deny the patient a prescription at
the risk of damaging the patient-provider relationship.
In this case, training is more likely to lead to improved
provider capability that enables behavior change, whereas
repeated negative feedback about poor performance could
potentially reinforce a provider’s beliefs about a lack of
interpersonal skills, worsening future performance.
Material resources are a construct in the “Environmental

Context and Resources” domain of the TDF, defined as
“commodities and human resources used in enacting a
behavior” [40]. Material resources are associated with
feedback in that recipients who lack resources necessary
to enact a behavior are likely to find performance feedback
less relevant, whereas recipients with adequate resources
are likely to find feedback to be more relevant. Feedback
that targets resource stewardship can be confounded by
resource limitations that artificially improve performance.
In situations like a shortage of antibiotic drugs, feed-
back about unnecessary prescribing is less relevant to the
decision to prescribe an antibiotic.
Social pressure is a construct in the “Social influences”

domain of the TDF. Social pressure is defined as “the
exertion of influence on a person or group by another
person or group” [40]. The construct of social pressure
is important for feedback effectiveness as a situational
characteristic that could indicate when peer compari-
son feedback should be used. As group performance
changes from low to high, the presence of social pres-
sure, if salient, could be presumed to influence individuals
to move towards the group performance mean. When
group performance is low, peer comparison feedback
showing a peer-based, upper percentile benchmark may
be undermined by individuals’ awareness of the perfor-
mance of the group. To improve the effect of feedback
on performance, social pressure could be accommodated
by withholding comparative feedback until a significant
percentage of the group had achieved a high level of
performance.
Self-efficacy is a construct in the “Beliefs about Capa-

bilities” domain of the TDF. Self-efficacy is an individual’s
perceived ability to control his own performance and
the events that affect him, using the resources at hand
[48,49]. In cases where self-efficacy for a given task is low,

repeated negative feedback or peer comparison feedback
showing diminishing performance relative to peers may
worsen the recipient’s self-efficacy [50]. This could lead
an individual more quickly towards goal abandonment
rather than increased effort to improve performance. Per-
ceptions of patient preferences and demands could rep-
resent a formidable barrier to improving performance
for a physician who prescribes antibiotics unnecessarily
because of poor interpersonal skills. If the physician does
not improve, repeatedly showing poor or declining per-
formance scores could lower the physician’s self-efficacy
for unnecessary antibiotic prescribing, motivating avoid-
ance behaviors rather than improved performance. A
more appropriate solution could be to emphasize relative
improvement where it exists. Another potential solution
would be to withhold repeated negative feedback and
instead offer the low-performing physician training that
could lead to performance improvement.
Fear is defined as “an intense emotion aroused by the

detection of imminent threat, involving an immediate
alarm reaction that mobilizes the organism by triggering
a set of physiological changes” [40]. Fear is a construct in
the “Emotion” domain of the TDF. When the construct of
fear is salient, the recipient’s emotional state may interfere
with the perception of feedback messages, diminishing
the effectiveness of the intervention. For example, if a
provider fears that withholding a prescription will worsen
outcomes, feedback showing poor outcomes could trigger
a physiological response that causes the recipient to reject
information provided on the report. In this case, feedback
could have high personal relevance for the provider but
not be effective for improving performance.
The six constructs we discuss span all three COM-B

categories and six of the 13 TDF domains. We anticipate
that these constructs are a small proportion of the set of
constructs that can be used to tailor feedback messages.
A feedback message tailoring system could use the above
constructs to guide a supervisor in tailoring feedback for
many possible barriers. In the following section, to illus-
trate how these constructs could be operationalized in an
AF intervention, we describe a scenario in which a super-
visor is preparing to give feedback to a low-performing
physician.

Scenario: high occurrence of unnecessary antibiotic
prescribing for acute respiratory infection
Dr. A is a supervising physician who is responsible for
implementing an antimicrobial stewardship program in
her hospital department. Dr. A measures individual pre-
scribing of antibiotics for patients diagnosed with acute
respiratory infection (ARI) for each provider in her
department. She uses an inverse proportional measure of
prescribing behavior (0% is completely compliant) that is
calculated as follows:
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Numerator: Number of patients diagnosed with ARI for
whom antibiotics are not indicated AND antibiotics were
prescribed.
Denominator: Number of patients diagnosed with ARI

for whom antibiotics are not indicated.
Dr. A also calculates an average score for the top 10%

of providers, to create an achievable performance bench-
mark against which providers can be compared.
Dr. B is a physician in Dr. A’s department who has per-

formed consistently poor, relative to his peers, over the
previous year. Dr. A is preparing performance feedback to
review with Dr. B, whose performance data is shown in
Table 2. Dr. A intends to discuss the data in Table 2 with
Dr. B in amanner that is most likely to lead to performance
improvement.
In this scenario, we assume that individualized perfor-

mance feedback about antibiotic prescribing behavior for
ARI can and should be provided for the following reasons:

1. Performance barriers for the behavior are associated
with individual physicians (e.g., capability and
motivation) rather than situational constraints, and
Dr. A is not aware of any disruptions during the
reporting period that would have significantly
influenced performance for this measure.

2. Antibiotic prescribing behavior for ARI is not a
team-associated behavior (e.g., does not require
significant task coordination across providers);
therefore, individual performance feedback for this
behavior is more relevant than group feedback.

3. Dr. A has assessed the quality of the clinical data and
found it to be acceptable.

4. Behavior change for this measure is evidence-based
and achievable and is therefore a priority.

A feedback message tailoring system could analyze the
performance data in Table 2 and knowledge about antibi-
otic prescribing behavior to create a menu of graphical
and textual messages (Figure 2). To use the menu, a super-
visor like Dr. A could review and select one or more items
according to her perceptions of Dr. B’s specific barriers to
behavior change. Figure 2 contains three graphical mes-
sages that are illustrative examples, and each is based

Table 2 Unnecessary antibiotic prescribing performance
for an individual provider compared with an achievable
peer benchmark

Quarter Individual performance (%) Top 10% benchmark (%)

2013 Q3 86.5 47.5

2013 Q4 84.3 46.2

2014 Q1 85.9 41.3

2014 Q2 80.1 38.8

on published studies of AF: scale truncation [35], peer
benchmarking [51], and historical peer comparison [52].

Computer-supported feedback message tailoring
We propose that computer-supported feedback message
tailoring could improve the relevance of feedback mes-
sages and thereby the effectiveness of AF. This approach
focuses on the tailored presentation of performance data,
rather than the audit of clinical performance. We focus
on this side of AF for two reasons: firstly because this
approach enables opportunistic provision of feedback,
accommodating increasing availability of performance
data when it is of adequate quality. Secondly, we anticipate
that this approach will improve understanding of when
and how to give feedback, which in turn can inform the
optimization of efforts to improve clinical audit.
The examples of tailored feedback in Figure 2 could

be generated by a software algorithm that identifies fea-
tures of an individual provider’s performance and then
creates the menu of possible messages that a supervisor
could select. To determine how to tailor a message for a
recipient, the system could use facts about the provider’s
performance history, theoretical constructs, and the clini-
cal context. For example, to generate the graph in Figure 2
featuring a truncated scale, the system would need to
“know” the following possible facts:

1. Low performance for unnecessary antibiotic
prescribing in this setting is any value above 70%

2. Repeated low performance may be associated with
low self-efficacy

3. Self-efficacy can be positively influenced by feedback
messages that emphasize improvement

4. Truncated scale graphs can be used to emphasize
improvement

5. Truncated scale graphs can be created when current
performance shows an improvement of more than
5% over previous performance

Creating a knowledge-base that contains facts like those
above is an initial step towards the development of a
feedbackmessage tailoring system. Key challenges for cre-
ating a feedback tailoring knowledge-base are to develop
a valid classification of feedback message elements and to
establish performance thresholds that match the expecta-
tions of health-care providers. Defining and representing
these elements will involve the development of other novel
forms of knowledge representation for AF. For exam-
ple, we do not know the set of message tailoring actions
(e.g., graphical scale truncation, withholding, prioritizing,
message-based psychological priming) that are meaning-
ful for AF. Moreover, we do not know if different visual-
izations of performance feedback like those displayed in
Figure 2 moderate the effect of feedback on performance.
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Supervisor or peer beliefs 
about recipient

Salient 
construct(s)

Tailoring 
approach Message

Recipient is aware of similar 
past performances. Recipient 
may lack required interpersonal 
skills, and could benefit from 
training. The recipient may 
have responded negatively to 
feedback in the past.

Self-efficacy, 
interpersonal 

skills, fear

Withhold feedback 
to avoid 
worsening self-
efficacy or fear; 
facilitate self-
reflection; 
recommend 
training

[None]

Recipient may be unaware of 
current performance.

Knowledge
Show score only, 
facilitate self-
reflection

80.1%

Recipient is aware of similar 
past performances. Recipient 
may believe he is not capable 
of improving performance. 
Increased effort is likely to lead 
to improvement for the 
recipient.

Self-efficacy

Emphasize recent 
improvement 
using self-
comparison and a 
truncated vertical 
scale

Recipient may be unaware of 
his current performance and/or 
peer performance for the 
behavior. Recipient has 
adequate skill required to 
improve performance. 
Recipient is influenced by peer 
performance.

Social 
pressure, 

knowledge

Compare current 
performance with 
that of top-
performing peers 
to motivate 
improvement

Recipient may be unaware of 
differences between his current 
and past performance and that 
of peers. Recipient has 
adequate skill required to 
improve performance. 
Recipient is influenced by peer 
performance.

Social 
pressure, 

knowledge

Compare 
performance 
history with that of 
top peers to 
motivate 
improvement

F
orm

ative / P
rofessional developm

ent-focused
S

um
m

ative / C
orrective action-focused

Figure 2 A prototype menu of feedback messages to support provision of individually tailored feedback. The feedback messages in the
menu are tailored versions of the same performance data from Table 2 based on an inverse performance measure in which 0% indicates the best
possible performance for unnecessary antibiotic prescribing. To use the menu, a supervisor could find a description in the leftmost column that
most closely matches her own beliefs about the recipient to identify a theory-informed, tailored feedback message in the rightmost column that
targets the recipient’s specific barriers to behavior change.

These areas of uncertainty represent important chal-
lenges given the increasing availability of clinical data that
enables performance measurement. Much of this work
could build directly upon ongoing efforts to formalize
terminology for intervention specification and reporting
[53,54], and frameworks that facilitate the systematic use
of theory, like the TDF and COM-B. We view the formal-
ization of theory-informed implementation knowledge as
a foundation for the development of feedback message
tailoring knowledge-bases.
The computer-supported feedback message tailoring

approach that we describe will likely complement related
interventions to change provider behavior in clinical

settings. This approach could be characterized as sup-
porting academic detailing (also known as educational
outreach visits), an intervention which frequently includes
the provision of feedback. Evidence from the most recent
Cochrane review of AF indicates that the combined use
of academic detailing with AF is generally more effective
that using AF alone [2]. Computer-supported feedback
message tailoring may enhance the work of academic
detailing by providing an automatically generated menu
of theory-informed messages that could be selected, sav-
ing the time that would be required to manually prepare
such amessage. In contrast to academic detailing, we envi-
sion computer-supported feedback message tailoring as a
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broader intervention to be used by supervisors without
specialized training in educational approaches to behav-
ior change. A primary difference between the intervention
we describe and academic detailing is the aim of under-
standing when feedback may or may not be helpful for
overcoming capability and motivational barriers to behav-
ior change. An important part of this vision is the creation
of a mechanism that aids supervisors in understanding
when feedback is likely to be unhelpful or even detri-
mental, to avoid negatively impacting performance via the
provision of performance feedback.
Computer-supported feedback message tailoring may

also resemble techniques used by pharmaceutical sales
representatives who collect and analyze physician char-
acteristics and behavioral data to individually tailor per-
suasive interventions that target prescribing behavior
[55,56]. Research about individually tailoring market-
ing communication for physicians suggests that market-
ing techniques could also provide helpful models for
computer-supported feedback message tailoring [57].
Another body of indirectly related research that informs

the approach we propose concerns research about adap-
tive automated feedback within intelligent tutoring sys-
tems and computer-supported cooperative work. Studies
of computer-supported argumentation systems [58] and
cognitive tutors that facilitate the development of com-
munication skills [59,60] have observed the effects of
adaptive feedback on communication behavior. Related
work has explored the effects of contrasting visualizations
of feedback on communication behavior [61], developed
selection strategies for adaptive feedback [62], and evalu-
ated automated, peer-moderated adaptive feedback about
intercultural communication skills [63]. This research
contributes knowledge about information system design
and demonstrates the use of tailored feedback to support
learning and behavior change.

Summary
AF can significantly impact the implementation of
evidence-based practice. However, extensive research has
not answered questions of how and when AF works [2]. In
response to a call for new approaches to AF research [3],
we argue that AF research should address a promising and
novel AF component: computer-supported feedbackmes-
sage tailoring. The reasons that this approach deserves
further attention are many: The potential significance of
the systems we envision is growing with our increasing
understanding of how to use eHealth data for comparative
effectiveness research [30]. The development of standard-
ized terminologies [53,54,64] and common theoretical
frameworks [40,42] are creating a basis for the use and
operationalization of computer-interpretable implemen-
tation knowledge. Evidence about the use of computer-
based message tailoring for health behavior change [14]

and a significant understanding of knowledge-based com-
puter systems in biomedical informatics [10] reveal a
foundation of knowledge and tools that could support the
development of message tailoring systems for AF. Finally,
and perhaps most importantly, computer-supported feed-
back message tailoring could benefit several stakeholder
groups, including supervisors who deal with much uncer-
tainty and unanticipated reactions when giving feedback
to health-care providers.

Limitations
Our argument has several limitations. A primary limita-
tion is that our approach is contingent on the ability of
a supervisor to accurately perceive specific barriers for
each individual. The ability to identify barriers can be
expected to vary across supervisors and situations and
could contribute to the ineffectiveness of feedback. How-
ever, we note that, compared to feedback which is not
tailored for specific barriers, such a tool might provide
relative improvement for the effect of feedback mes-
sages. Nevertheless, we do not know the extent to which
potential negative effects of making inaccurate assump-
tions about barriers to behavior change could negatively
impact performance. Furthermore, while CTHC evidence
suggests that message tailoring can significantly impact
health-related behavior, we lack evidence about the com-
parative effect of visualizations of performance data on
clinical behavior. We acknowledge that this discussion is
not based in empirical observation and rests on several
stated assumptions that do not apply to all AF contexts.
Therefore, our argument is subject to biases such as
techno-enthusiasm, which we have sought to minimize.
We believe that discussion of innovative approaches

like computer-supported feedback message tailoring is
needed to spur research interest that can lead to success
in understanding when and how AF is effective. We have
argued that computer-supported feedback tailoring holds
significant potential for the improvement of AF. In pur-
suing the goal of understanding how to develop feedback
message tailoring tools, we are developing a prototype sys-
tem that we plan to evaluate in disparate AF settings. This
work is perhaps best characterized as embracing the com-
plexity of health care by developing adaptive tools to tar-
get individual providers’ specific barriers to the adoption
of evidence-based practice.

Additional file

Additional file 1: Audit and feedback example: promoting
antimicrobial stewardship. The file describes antimicrobial stewardship
programs, behavior change barriers for antimicrobial stewardship, and the
range of AF interventions that have been used to support the
implementation of these programs.

http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/supplementary/s13012-014-0203-z-s1.pdf
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